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Introduction of a February Budget
For a February budget, assigned in dim reaches o f
the past, I did what I assume many do - , asked three
good fellows to produc 7 s~ort pieces ~h1ch I co~ld us e
as foils for my own br1111ant centerplece. Havlng bee .
involved , with mixed results, in efforts to , develop
a
,
budget around a theme, I laid down no restrlctlons,
save brevity, for my contributors. Then I sat back a nd
waited, waited with growing i mpatience and concern.
I
waited with ill concealed fretfulness, prodding my
writers with tactful reminders of the need for
rehearsal time, and such like hints which they bore
calmly and, for all I could tell, ignored completely.
Finally they did produce - nice efforts - as you
will hear - and amazingly, perhaps February and a
certain community of view based on a community of age there was with one exception - a sort of theme - a th ir.
string of common outlook---except for one paper.
I
turned the problem over to my dear wife, who with
unerring judgment and surgical precision produced the
solution, "That one should be left out.
It doesn't f it
and makes the whole thing a bit long."
I stared at her, a bit nonplussed, "Oh," she said ,
"you can use it later for something. It won't go to
waste."
I squared m~ shoulders manfully. Gentlemen, I
have a paper , avallable to some future budgeteer - not
too long -- Just too long for this evening.
So now to
work--- See if you ---along with my wife and I---see a
theme, and think that these three need no other
centerpiece.
.

Robert H. Allen
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SOM~

GIDDY MOMENTS FROM HEADY OPERA

I trust I am not the only one in the room tonight
that overdosed on grand opera at the Zoo while growing
up in cincinnati.
In those days our fairly small river
city was unique in this country in providing opera of
high quality a nd accessibility for its citizens.
My familY'f> little house on Arlington Avenue hcd a
wind-up Victrola, an upright Bal dw i n, which my mother
played quite well, and a great stack of 78 records.
On
rainy days, particularly during summer vacation, I
would methodically crank up the old Victrola and spend
the day list~ning to everyone of the discs.
I was
lucky in that the discs reflected my mother's good
t as te, which resulted in my frequent immersion in the
a~t~~try of ~nrico Caruso, Galli-Curci, Alma Gluck,
A~e~ 1na Pattl, Madame schumann-He ink , Lotte Lehmann.
Jo~n Mc co~maS~,and Lawrence Tibbett.
The truly big
t::vent arrJ.ve.c, l.n t.he sununer of 1928.
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Over the next six or seven summers I attended the
Zoo Opera at least once or twice a week.
The
expeditions were not expensive -- twenty cents for th e
street car round trip, and i f you arrived early, you
could grab a IInot behind a postll seat in the side ben c
section for twenty-five cents. During the first summe r
I was captivated by Coe Glade as Carmen and as Amneri s
in Aida.
I was delighted by the fine singing of the
opera stars of those years -- Rose Tentoni, Haroldo
Lindi, Gladys swarthout, Giovanni Martinelli, James
Melton, BidG sayao and many others whose names I have
forgotten.
I wish I had kept a diary of the
performances I attended; but, I did keep count of
Carmen, which I saw twenty-five times.
The
outnumbering of my favorite La Boheme was brought abo u
by the presence of the svelte, slinky, sloe-eyed, sexy
Coe Glade, who made a most successful career out of t he
role of Carmen in those years.
Quite early in my Zoo Opera forays I discovered
that grand opera, by definition tragic and serious,
could at time suffer unpredictable events which were
downright funny.
I remember the night Gladys Swartho u
was making a dramatic exit through a portico at stage
rear.
She hit the realistically painted archway at
full steam and, after picking herself off the floor,
made a serene and uneventful departure stag e left,
accompanied by gales of laughter and applause from the
audience.
That same year Haroldo Lindi, barrel-chested and
weighing over 200 pounds, was emoting with gusto durin g
a drinking scene, surrounded by the equally emoting
chorus. As the singers and the orchestra reached a
crescendo, Lindi made an overly wide sweep with his .
heavy goblet and whacked a gentleman of the chorus ful l
in the nose. At the same moment that the poor victim
collapsed on the stage the audience collapsed in
laughter.
Most responsible for hilarious moments at the Zoo
opera were the smorgasbord of animal noises that could
be unloosed at any time during the opera.
In my
experience the throaty roaring of the king of beasts
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during passionate love duets was unforgettable and most
devastating for the singers. But it was really the
birds -- ducks, peacocks, guinea hens and loons that
could produce a horrendous cacophony guaranteed to
drain every drop of emotion and high drama out of a
death scene.
I always marveled at the composure of
conductor Fausta Cleva, who remained unruffled by the
raucous racket, and only once did I see a performer
break up in uncontrollable laughter.
Not too long after my Zoo Opera days were over, I
started a collection of opera stories and anecdotes.
I
h~vA of tAn thought the intentionallY serious nature of
grand opera magnifies the comedic effect of any gaffe
or unscheduled happening. There is a big reservoir of
these anecdotes in print and every opera aficionado has
a bag full of these stories.
The penchant of opera producers to have live
animals on stage has always led to major and minor
disasters which make up an extensive chapter of opera
folklore.
There is an anecdote attributed to Mary
Garden, the great diva of yesteryear.
During a
performance of Carmen, two donkeys on stage brayed
brazenly in the midst of her rendition of the
"Habanera." Asked later by a reporter how she
tolerated the disconcerting interruption, she said,
"There have always been asses in grand opera."
Incidentally, another example of Mary Garden's
sharp wit is her reply to Chauncey Depew, who was
staring unashamedly at her d~collet6 and asked, "Te~l
me Miss Garden, what is holding that dress up?" Rlght
ba~k came Miss G's reply, "Your age and my discretion."
Verdi's Aida is the grandest opportunity there lS
for opera producers to enhance the staging with
critters of all kinds.
The famous, huge outdoor stage
of the ancient Baths of Caracalla in Rome allows a
veritable de Mille "cast of thousands." The big scene
features the victorious Radames returning triumphantly
from Ethiopia with captives, both animal and human.
For these productions the Rome Zoo is depopul~ted to,
provide any animal remotely indigenous to Afrlca -- ln
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particular, lots of huge, lumbering elephants. As
can imagine, there are an adequate number of the
marching soldiers equipped with bucket and shovel
instead of spear. The audience always faithfully
applauds any instances of incontinence.
Peter Ustinov tells the story of taking his y o
daughter to a performance of Aida in Rome, when th e
miracle of miracles occurred -- a massive "relieving
by most of the animals in the triumphal march as i f
cue" from the prompter. ustinov's daughter, in a s a
and serious voice, whispered to her father, "Daddy ::
it all right if I laugh?"
I can't let another good Aida story go to wast e.
Verdi was commissioner to compose Aida for the open i _
of the Suez Canal in 1871, and it rapidly became a
favorite opera in Europe after the Cairo premiere. ._
young man named Bertani saw Aida twice in Parma and
promptly wrote a letter to Verdi in which he said, " ..
the opera contains absolutely nothing thrilling or
electrifying, and if it were not for the magnificen t
scenery, the audience would not sit through it to t h e
end.
It will fill the theater a few more times and
then gather dust in the archives." Bertani then li s
expenses for his two Aida expeditions and boldly as k e~
Verdi for reimbursement of 31.80 lire -- the total o f
train fares, theater tickets and dinners at the
railroad station. Verdi quickly instructed his
publishers to provide Bertani with 27 lire, 80
centissimi, having deducted the cost of the dinners,
because Bertani could perfectly well have eaten at
home. Moreover, Verdi demanded a declaration in
writing from Bertani that he would never again attend new Verdi opera.
There are a number of classic operatic disaster s
that all opera lovers know and tell often, perhaps wi tt
a wee bit of embellishment.
Such an instance was the
performance at City Center in New York City in 1960.
The opera was Puccini's Tosca.
I am sure all of you
remember the tense dramatic moment in the last act wh e
the heroically tragic Tosca cries out "Scarpia avant i
"
a D'"
10
an d d oes a swan dive over the parapet
of the
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Castel Sant'Angelo.
In all opera houses around the
world the standard operating procedure is to place a
s oft, thick mattress about four feet below and behind
the battlement to insure a soft and safe landing for
the fragile soprano; however, all during the rehearsals
for the performance there had developed a vicious
hostility between stage staff and the quite corpulent
overly demanding soprano. Guess what!
On the night ~f
the pe:formance the fun-loving stage hands, in pursuit
o~ bOYISh reve~ge, had replaced the fluffy mattress
wlth a trampollne. Many people who were in the
audience that night will swear on a stack of Bibles
that Tosca made ten appearances above the battlement,
clawing the air and screaming with rage, before the
merciful lowering of the curtain.
certainly, it was my mother who nurtured and
encouraged my interest in opera and music, for which I
am deeply grateful; but, there was one great
personality about whom we disagreed completely. My
mother considered Ernestine Schumann-He ink to be a
shining star in the musical firmament, and when I was
about thirteen, elaborate plans were made to attend a
Schumann-Heink recital at Emery auditorium.
It was a
rich experience for my mother, but I thought that
Ernestine was over the hill. Unfortunately for me
Schumann-He ink had embarked on a never-ending series of
"farewell concerts," and I was dragged to these
performances every time she carne to Cincinnati.
Despite my non-appreciation of her artistry, Ernestine
was a lovable, uncomplicated woman with a strong German
ac cent and a big heart.
The anecdote about her that
tops all others describes her visit to a drugstore in
New York city.
Ernestine says to the clerk, "I would like some
powder, please."
"Menn e n s ?"

"No, Vimmins."
"And would you like it scented?"
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IINo, I vill take it vit me.

II

The name Caruso has had no peer in recognition and
regard by opera lovers throughout the world. As to wh he was so great, Rossini supplied the answer -- IIvoice ,
voice and more voice. 1I There are myriad stories about
the colorful Caruso.
One time the great Irish-America
tenor John McCormack said to Caruso, "How's the world' s
greatest tenor?1I Caruso's quick comeback was, "Since
when have you become a baritone?" A fact that has long
been forgotten is the identity of the discoverer and
voice coach of Caruso, namely, Vincenzo Lombardi.
I
have always hoped that some day I would be competing 0
a big-payoff quiz program and would have to answer the
question, "What is the connection between Enrico Carus
and the Green Bay Packers?"
It is the opinion of many opera lovers that the
greatest Wagnerian tenor was Leo Slezak. He was best
known for the years he spent at the Vienna state Opera
under the direction of Gustav Mahler.
Slezak is
responsible for the best known opera story.
In the
last act of Wagner's Lohengrin a stagehand started the
swan boat ahead of cue and Slezak came on stage as the
swan boat glided out of reach.
Slezak stopped chasing
it and then uttered one of the great ad libs of all
time, IIWenn geht der nachste Schwann?1I or, "When's the
next swan?" Interestingly in 1936, 30 years after
Slezak's mishap, the same thing happened to Lauritz
Melchior at the Met, and he used exactly the same line.
Once more it brought down the house.
My very favorite opera story is not about an opera
performance in an opera house, but rather about an
occurrence in one of Cincinnati's many chili parlors._
The anecdote was told to me by John Alexander -Cincinnatian, star of the Met and a splendid tenor who
left us a few years ago.
After a late rehearsal at Music Hall, John and two
visiting artists, Sherrill Milnes and Norman Treigle __
both at the peak of their great careers -- decided to
have a snack at the nearest chili parlor.
It was late
and only a handful of customers were in the restaurant.
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Our three opera stars ordered "three ways" and were
s erved very quickly. As they ate, they noticed the
counter man emerging from the little kitchen in the
rear and carrying a cake with candles ablaze. He
delivered the cake to a small table.
Four of the five
people stood up and uttered a rather weak "Happy
Birthday" to a young man.
Alexander , who had been .
watching, suggested to his companions that they provlde
the "birthday boy" with a rendition of "Happy Birthday"
t hat he would never forget.
with alacrity our trio
a rose, leaving their "three ways" unfinished, and faced
t he group at the table. The voices of the three opera
s tars veritably boomed forth in mi ghty unison.
I know
y ou have hea r d the phrase, shaking the rafters, but at
t ~e moment the three voices rang out, the windows, the
d lshes and the rafters shook.
The "birthday boy" and
his companions were struck dumb by these three guys who
c ould sing louder -- and better -- than anyone they h a d
e ver heard . As the last phrases of "Happy Birthday"
were reverberating, our three troubadours moved toward
t he door and emerged into the quiet night. Alas, the
b irthday celebrant would never know who had sung so
magnificently for him.
It is about time to say, "The opera ain't over
t ill the fat lady sings," which is an adaptation o f
Yogi Berra's "The game ain't over till it's over." I
a m still thankful that my interest in opera started at
a n early age.
I am always pleased that I get the same
"goose bumps" when I hear Pavarotti sing "Nessum dorma"
f rom Turandot as I did when I f irst heard it sung s i xty
y ears ago by a wonderful tenor whose name I have
f orgotten.
I t is very reassuring and pleasing to know
t hat the extravagant and irrational world o f opera
c ontinues to flourish in Cincinnati.
Ambro s e Bierce wrote that "Opera is a pl ay
r epresenting another world, whose inhabitants have no
s pee ch but song, no motion s but gestures and no
p ositions but attitudes." Let us all hope that if th e
f at lady sings, may she never stop.

George Rieveschl
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The Question:

Was He the Oldest and Canniest?

This brief offering might well be dubbed an
historical trifle, a pleasantry of the "what if" genre ,
intended to titillate those with a taste for such
things.
For those of you who are readily bored with
historical vagaries, you may simply slouch down and
doze quietly. This piece indeed is not designed as
meat for the serious historian and is not intended to
change historical viewpoint, but perhaps it will serve
as a bit of amusement.
The scene begins with an episode in the fast
moving, tumultuous life of Simon Kenton, the legendary
backwoodsman in the settling of the Kentucky and Ohio
territories. Hardly able to sign his name, he was on
the other hand highly intelligent and was skilled in
traveling constantly on foot without losing his way,
ranging as far north as Detroit, south to Florida and
west to the Mississippi, and relying on a photographic
memory for geographic landmarks and on supernatural
instincts for sensing the presence and intentions of
people, friendly and hostile. These innate gifts
carried him through countless dangers till the age of
81.

His descendent, Edna Kenton in her biography of
her famous forebear states that Simon, when 24 years
old, crossed
paths twice in the fall of 1779 , with an
.
aggresslve, lanky, red-headed surveyor named Andrew
Jackson, once at Boonesborough and again at Crow's
.
tavern a few miles south of Danville, Kentucky.
Jackson, about Kenton's age and later famous as general
and President, was bossing a crew of unruly line
cutt~rs under charge of Dr. Jonas Walker, who was
runnlng the boundary between Virginia and North
c~rolina:
surv~yor Jackson, pugnacious and quick to
plck a flgh~, l~ked to boast that he had licked any of
the toughs ln hlS crew who chose to oppose him.
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On October 31, 1779, Kenton and Henry Lee, a wellknown Bluegrass settler and later a general in the
Kentucky militia, stopped for a meal at Crow's tavern
while on a tour of Kentucky settlements to assess
militia strength in preparation for an imminent Shawnee
attack engineered by British officers from Detroit.
Jackson and his rowdies, flushed with drink, were
holding loud sway in the tavern. The huge size and
quiet behavior of Kenton, already a popular hero of the
area and a known teetotaler, apparently piqued the
truculent Jackson into knocking down the seated Kenton
with an unannounced blow from behind. Simon, a superb
athlete who had survived the terrors of eight Shawnee
gauntlets, picked himself up and promptly demolished
Jackson into senseless pulp on the floor, and Jackson
never sought another fight with Kenton.
If the two men
were about the same age, Jackson would have been born
in the 1750's, some ten years earlier than he claimed.
Andrew Jackson, Old Hickory, said he had been born
in the hill country of the Caro l inas in 1767, a few
years after his parents had emigrated from northern
Ireland.
In that same year his father, also Andrew,
was said to have died a month or so before his birth.
As was common in the hill country of that era, and
especially with persons of low estate, no records exist
to prove the time and place of his birth. The first
biography of Jackson by Reid and Eaton appeared in 1817
after his prominence in the Battle of New Orleans. The
book stated . he was born some 40 miles north of Camden ,
South Caro11na, but offered no factual evidence to back
this up.
According to Jackson's many biographers,
Andrew was the youngest of three sons and at the age of
thirteen while confronting one of Tarleton's dragoons
he received a sabre slash to his face and arm. This
and other of his exploits during the British invasion
of the Carolinas might plaus i bly have happened to an
older man of some twenty years. And it seems logical
that Andrew, son of Andrew, might have been the first
born rather than the last.
By 1781 his mother and both
broth 7 rs had di7d o f various illne s ses in the
Caro11nas, leav~ng Andrew without immediate family.
He
a?par 7ntly ~tudled law for a while in Salisbury, North
Cdrol~nd, w~ th a respected attorney, and in 1788 he
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arrived in the infant settlement of Nashville,
Tennessee, as a young lawyer and prosecuting attorney.
From thereon his historical presence and activities ar e
well documented, for his was a commanding, intense,
flamboyant presence. The description of events in his
life prior.to that time depended on hearsay evidence
gathered f~fty and more years later from various old
time inha~itants where he gre~ up, and Jackson himsel f
offered l~ttle more than pass~ng reference to his lif e
during those years.
No records exist as to when Jackson's parents
landed in the American Colonies. Jackson stated that
they had disembarked at Charleston, South Carolina.
If
so, the landing must have been prior to 1760 after
which year accurate lists of all arrivals were kept a nd
are available.
NOW, you may wonder, what difference does all thi s
make? If Jackson were about the same age as Simon
Kenton when they traded blows in Crow's tavern, he,
Jackson, must have been born within a year or two of
1755, the date of Kenton's birth, thus adding some ten
to twelve years to his proclaimed age.
In that event,
dear listeners, he would demote Ronald Reagan as the
oldest President to serve in the White House.
if we
assume 1757 as his natal year, Old Hickory would have
been 71 when inaugurated and 79 on leaving office.
Would Ronnie mind yielding his geriatric primacy
amongst the ranks of our Presidents to this hero of the
Democratic party?

But there's yet another wrinkle to this little
story. A Judge John James, who talked with Kenton in
1833, several years before his death, established th~
accuracy of the Jackson-Kenton fight in 1779.
General
Henry Lee also corroborated the facts of the encounter,
having been a witness to it. The same Judge James in
1859 wrote an historical paper describing a more
astonishing fact.
An old woman, known many years
earlier to the Judge, stated that she had sailed to
America with Jackson's parents and had assisted at
Andrew's birth at sea. Jackson himself in 1819, while
a guest in the home of Richard C. Anderson, a prominent
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Louisville citizen, recounted in the course of casual
conversation with his host that he had been born at
sea.
Now it doesn't take a constitutional scholar to
grasp the significance of this information, if it were
in fact true. Only those born in the united states or
its antecedent colonies are eligible to serve as
President. Jackson's parents had certainly lived in
the Waxhaws areas of the carolinas, but when they
arrived, and when and where their children were b~rn
were events not deemed worthy of record at that tlme.
As Old Hickory's ambitions for national office
burgeoned, he was most content with the hi~torical
obscurity of his early years, and as an emlnent
personage he cannily avoided providing precise details
o f his birth in talking with biographers.
And so, dear listeners, the historical
probabilities are up in the air. Juggle them as you
wish, but, however they fall, rest easy, Andy.
Your
fame still stand secure, and we will not let Reagan
o'ertake you in any shape or way.
John H. Wulsin

3

Triptych
Af ter reading the same page three times, he closed
the book. He f elt old and tired and, most of all,
bored. He tried to remember the last time either of
them,had wan~ed to ~ake love.
It wasn't because of any
5pe clal t e n51on, gUlte the 0ppo5ite. They were as
com~o~table as worn leather gloves and just as
e~cltlng.
She was unhappy whenever he went to the
Llterary ~lub or anywhere else without her. There was
never a s~ gn, thes e days, that she wanted him.
She
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just wanted him around.
So many years~ What had he
missed? Suddenly he found himself blurting out,
"I have been faithful to you all my life, you
know, and I resent it very much."
Slowly she put down the knitting and looked at
him.
"what on earth is that supposed to mean? What d o
you want me to say? That I am sorry for you? Or
grateful? Or what? Oh, I believe you on both counts.
You've never been one to take risks. That's half the
thrill of having an affair.
"Or so I've heard," she hastily added.
"An affai r
distracts from your ordinary routine, it takes time and
effort and you might even have to spend money. Of
course you have been faithful~ With me you have been
safe. You could be as cautious and lazy as you wanted
to be. But don't claim that as a virtue. And don't
blame me."

Silence fell between them. The old dog stirred i n
a corner and the ticking of the clock on the mantel wa s
loud as a drum.
"I did not mean to blame you," he answered.
"You're right, it has been my own choice.
It's only
that life has gone by so fast and so smoothly, and I
wish it had more ... what? romance? adventure? a
challenge to something inside me that I fear has never
been tested.
I wonder, would I have been more of a ma n
and a better husband if I had not always resisted
temptation? You may think me dull but there were other
women, attractive women, who looked my way, some who
were downright aggressive about it." He smiled at some
of those memories.
His wife was not impressed.
"You say you have
always been faithful to me.
I wonder if that is true.
I won't mention the biblical idea of committing
adultery in your heart, lusting after those 'attractive
women'. A healthy fantasy life is supposed to be good
for you these days.
I'll admit to having had a few
improper thoughts--I mean feelings--myself.
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"I suppose what you really are saying is that you
have not committed physical adultery with anyone else
and you want to get credit for that.
But was that
b e ing faithful to me? Or to yourself? You have been
faithful to your proud self-image as a man of virtue
and unblemished reputation, hard working and generous,
a brave, clean and reverent boy scout.
"Is that what, after all these years, you have
come to resent? That that image is only partly true?
That you are not really like that? And, worst of all,
that you've takp-n a lifetime to find it out?"
He collapsed like a pricked balloon.
"Sweetheart," she said, reaching to him, "I knew
that about you from the beginning.
And I loved you.
And still do.
"Oh, I know love isn't everything," she added.
"It's just that there's nothing without it."
II
Later he was feeling a little better as he got
ready for bed, stripping down before the great mirror
i n their bedroom.
She had stayed downstairs as usual,
to watch the late show--and sleep through most of it.
"Wha~ a,steal," h7 thought to himself, "outright
plaglarlsm, but klndly meant. Wasn't it Germaine Greer
who said, 'Self esteem isn't everything, it's just that
t here's nothing without it. ,,,I
. Well, old self, he thought, looking at the great
whlte blob in the mirror, have I not esteemed thee all
my life, so much so that she resents it? How well
d isguised the ego, he mused, turning his nude body on
t ip t?es liJ:e a dancer.
"Fat belly, false teeth, and
f laccld penls, that flesh is me, deny it as I may.
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"She's right, you know, it is the imaginar~ me
I've cared about, the one that never was, that 1S not
there for eyes to see, or draped in fine clothes to
fool the world.
It is not there, that inner beacon
self, and, under the circumstances, never could have
been.
"Under the circumstances! That outward self of
pasty flesh records them.
Let's read the record clear
and be proud of it.
Each fold and flaw, scar and
thinning hair tells its tale:
years of cUlinary joy
gladly paid for, times of stress and fear and victory,
remnants of muscle built in youthful training, my
mother's skin, my father's dome, the tracks of grief
and love that line the aging face with character.
"Ha!
Ha!" he laughed.
"Abused and faithful
flesh, I love you.
We belong to each other." He swep t
his bathrobe round him like the mantle of a toreador.
"But that still does not answer the question, who,
what, where is the self I've been and held to all my
life?
"If I knew the answer to that, I'd know the
mystery of God.
"Who am I? Do we have to raise that old chestnut
again? As a teenage, yes, as newly wed or at mid-life
crisis, maybe.
But once more, so late in life? Have I
completely flunked the course?
Do I really want to see myself as she sees me?
Even less, as God sees me?

"What was that poem Bonhoeffer wrote, as he
awaited execution by the Nazis? I only remember part
of it:
'Am I really all that which other men tell of?
Or am I only what I myself know of myself?
Restless and longing and sick, like a bird in a
cage ...
Who am I? Am lone person today and tomorrow
another?
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Am I both at once? A hypocrite before others,
And before myself a contemptible woebegone
weakling?'
And that powerful closing:
'Who am I? They mock me, those lonely questions
of mine.
Whoever I am, Thou knowest, 0 God, I am Thine. ,, 2
III
lIe lay in bed,

saying his prayers as he always

had, imagining himself on his knees.
"Dear God, I have
been faithful to you all my l ife, and look where it's
got me: confused and tired and beginning to creak. I'm
not sure what went right, or when and why some things
went wrong.
What I think I know about you is all mixed
up with what I think I know about me.
I have doubts
about the l atter.
But I sti l l believe in you. Amen."
He waited, as though he expected a still small
voice in replay. Or perhaps a thunder clap. Some kind
of sign.
Nothing. He began to think of the book about
Charles Kingsley he had been reading that evening. 3
Kingsley too would have looked for scientific evidence
to justify his faith.
He spent his life trying to
reconc il e Christian belief in a personal and purposeful
God with the self-contained world view of Darwin and
the new science, trying to fold natural science into
the large context of natural theology. Darwin's
discovery of the origin of species need not contradict
faith's claim about the human species and its destiny.
Surely, Kingsley wrote, human evolution did not end with everything "eternally eating everything, but led,
i n fact, to the Kingdom of God." Thomas Huxley,
scienti s t, replied "We don't know yet."
The old man was puzzled by the dilemma. Is a
s cientist skeptical because he doesn't belie~e in ,
a nything? No, it's just that he doesn't bel 7eve ln
everything.
He believes in one thing at a tlme. He
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believes a second thing only if it somehow follows fr or
the first thing. He is near sighted, and methodical,
avoding wide horizons. 4
Natural theology may be out of fashion, he though
to himself, but as for me I like wide horizons.
Ther e
has to be imagination and meaning in life, even if I
invent it.
He felt a poem coming on and reached for the pad
he kept by the night stand to write it down.
"Is there a destiny that shapes our ends?
Is there a God to whom creation tends?
It's never too late to make amends
While we have memory, life and friends."
He read it over.
"What doggerell Plagiarism too.
r can't remember if r got the idea from victor Reiche l
or Robert Frost. Who cares! One thing I know.
Faith
isn't everything. It's just that there's nothing
without it.
Calm at last, he switched off the light.
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